BEWARE! FAPTURBO Clones attack!

Cloned Expert Advisor Report
by Mark Larsen, www.Forex-Systems-Reviews.com
Recently Fapturbo.com robot became so popular and profitable that every scammer
dreams of cloning it. There was a huge number of scam clones created recently. Most of them
are just mere scams - when the vendor has stolen fapturbo codes, decompiled them, renamed
and resell under the new name. The important difference is — all these scams have very high
price (around 997 usd) and No-Refund policy. Beware!
As I know Fapturbo has a strong anti-fraud Abuse Team that applies serious legal actions
against these scammers and already shut down most of them.
Some of the clones are illegal modifications or just pure legal clones when the
programmer takes the same idea of asian-market scalping on EURGBP and use it with a new
algorithm.
Today I would like to review some of them to warn you about the scammers' tricks.

Scam clones (identical code or minor modifications) — BEWARE:
1. RemExpert (Vendor: buyexpertadvisor)
The Ea code was analyzed by Casey from bestforexea site. He has found out that RemExpert
code is identical to fapturbo. «I have shown that REMExpert is using FAPTurbo as it’s base
EA.» They sell this scam for $950.

Large parts of the code look totally identical.

Conclusion: RemExpert is a SCAM! Beware.

2. Automated Forex Grail

As I know Fapturbo abuse team has compared both codes and found them to be identical. The
programmer of the Forex Grail has stolen fapturbo codes, renamed several functions, removed the
long-term strategy however the main strategy remains the same.
After the applying legal actions the sales of this EA were stopped.
Take a look - All the functions are identical. The progammer only changed the names of the
variables and functions.

3. EA BOSS (Vendor: Ermek Bekbolatov)

This is a pure clone of fapturbo scalper for EURGBP and other pairs. The scammer is selling it for
$699 with no refund policy. No wonder why. The Ea code was analyzed by Casey.
Take a look on the code comparison:

4. Destiny EA (Vendor: Rich Henry )
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Few month ago he came up with so called «free new Destiny 3.32» that is given to the
clients who open brokerage account using his affiliate link.
After the investigation we have found out that Destiny 3.32-33 is a stolen fapturbo clone.
Now wonder it works so good. Beware!

Legal Clones (Not scams)
These Expert Advisors are not scams however they use the similar idea of scalping
EURGBP M15 during the asian session so I call them «legal clones». They use
different algorithm however the idea is the same.
1. XtremeEURGBP (Vendor fxgtc)

This EA trades EURGBP and EURCHF M15. It was released in October 2008 (before
fapturbo) so it can't be an illegal clone. They use different algorithm. However the idea is
very similar and the results are nearly the same. The price is $399 — too high taking into
account it is nearly the identical clone.

2. StomperEA (Vendor iticsoftware)

This is one more clone trading EURGBP during the asian session. However the algorithm is
different. I did not test this EA personally so I will show 3rd party results here.
Stomper EA, 9 weeks result - Here is forward test graphics since 24 Nov 08 by automated-forexreview site. You can download detailed statement dated 30 January 2009

3. Enterra Forex Star

Enterra Forex Star EA is one more fapturbo scalper clone - trading during the asian session.
However it is not the 100% clone. They use the same main signal from RSI however they reworked
some filters and optimized the EA for EURGBP, EURCHF, GBPCHF, USDCAD, EURCAD, USDCHF,
CADCHF pairs.
Here is the Enterra Forex Star EA backtest on EURGBP for 2005-2009 :

The price ($750) is too high for the robot that is indeed nothing new. I assume you will have the
same good profits and the same spread problems here.

How to find out if you are a victim of fapturbo clone:
1. The EA is trading same currency pairs: EURGBP, EURCHF, GBPCHF, USDCAD on M15.
2. EA is trading during the asian session (during night time in Europe, from 21-00 to 4-00 )
3. EA has a scalping algorithm — gathering a large amoung of small profits during the flat
market.
4. Most of the clones are very expensive and have non-refund policy — so once you paid
large amoung of money you can't get it back.
5. Remember — there is only one official fapturbo site: www.Fapturbo.com — if someone is
trying to sell you a copy on Ebay or other sites that means you are going to get a scam
clone version and become a victim of the scam artists.
BEWARE!

by Mark Larsen,
Check out my website www.Forex-Systems-Reviews.com and Twitter http://twitter.com/
forexmark to find out how to avoid Forex Scams and make profit trading with forex
Robots.
Have a nice trading!

